MAINTENANCE

20-31: NINJA
32-69: PUMPS Floor / CO₂ / Mini
70-85: STANDS Repair / Storage
86-123: TOOLS Shop / Mini
1. NINJA C (Chain Tool)
2. NINJA CAGE SERIES (Bottle Cage + Mini Tool / Pouch / CO2 Inflator)
3. NINJA P (Mini Pump)

NINJA TECHNOLOGIES & FEATURES

CHAIN TOOL
The Ninja chain tool stores inside your handlebar to keep the uncluttered lines of your bike, yet can be easily accessed when you need it.

MINI PUMP
The super-light Ninja pump hides inside your seatpost to keep the clean lines of your bike, while still easily accessed when needed.

BOTTLE CAGE + MINI TOOL
The water bottle cage with stealthy built-in tool case and hidden tool that’s easily accessed with a simple twist.

BOTTLE CAGE + TUBE POUCH
The tube pouch conveniently holds a spare tube in an inconspicuous area keeping the clean lines of your bike.

BOTTLE CAGE + CO2 INFLATOR
The included Micro AirBooster and 2 threaded 16g CO2 cartridges make fixing flats easy with quick access by a simple twist.

Compact and Stealthy.
The Ninja series tools from Topeak are compact, stealthy, and cleverly efficient. To your ride buddies, you will seem ill-prepared for your adventures as your bike’s clean lines are unfettered from an assemblage of various bike tools. But once they are needed, the Ninja series tools spring into action to help keep you rolling.
NINJA C

The Ninja C chain tool stores inside your handlebar to keep the uncluttered lines of your bike, yet can be easily accessed when you need it. This 11-speed compatible chain tool includes a chain pin compartment, chain hook, and 4mm Allen wrench for easy operation.

**SPEED**
Multi-speed chain up to 11-speed hollow pin chain

**ALLEN WRENCH**
4 mm

**CHAIN TOOL**
Hardened steel

**CHAIN HOOK**
Hardened steel

**BODY**
Lightweight aluminum

**MOUNT**
Handlebar ends

**LIMITATIONS**
Road handlebar with minimum 70mm straight section and fits inner ø16.5 - ø20 tube

**ADDED FEATURE**
- Rivet anvil for 11-speed Campagnolo® hollow pin
- Secondary chain link fence
- Chain pin breaker
- Chain pin compartment

**SIZE**
8.6 x 2.3 x 2.3 cm / 3.4” x 0.9” x 0.9”

**WEIGHT**
77 g / 2.72 oz

**ART NO.**
TNJ-C

*Chain pins not included*
**Mini Pump**

At only 62 grams (2.2oz), this super-light Ninja pump hides inside your seatpost to keep the clean lines of your bike, while still easily accessed when needed. Its rubber mounting ring secures the pump and the included position indicators keep track of your seat height. Compatible with round seatposts only.

**HEAD**
- Presta valve with integrated dust ring

**BARREL**
- CNC aluminum

**HANDLE**
- CNC aluminum / Plastic

**MOUNT**
- Inserts into ø27.2, ø30.9 or ø31.6 mm round seatposts

**CAPACITY**
- 160 psi / 11 bar

**SIZE**
- ø27.2 x 2.1 x 2.1 cm / 8” x 0.8” x 0.8”

**WEIGHT**
- 62 g / 2.19 oz

**ART NO.**
- TNJ-P

---

**Ninja TC ROAD**

Water bottle cage with stealthy built-in tool case and hidden tool that’s easily accessed with a simple twist. The tool’s smooth, machined profile is comfortable in the hands and includes 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm Allen wrenches, Phillips head and T25 Torx wrenches for precise adjustments. Integrated tire lever holder keeps levers in place for fast access.

**TOOL WRENCHES**
- 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm Allen
- #2 Phillips

**TIRE LEVERS**
- 2 engineer grade plastic levers

**CHAIN TOOL**
- CrMo steel

**TOOL MATERIAL**
- Stainless steel wire

**CAGE MATERIAL**
- Engineering grade plastic

**SIZE**
- 17.5 x 8.3 x 7.8 cm / 6.9” x 3.3” x 3.1”

**WEIGHT**
- 169 g / 5.96 oz (w/ Tool)

**ART NO.**
- TNJ-TCR

---

**Ninja TC MOUNTAIN**

Water bottle cage with stealthy built-in tool case and hidden tool that’s easily accessed with a simple twist. Included precision full metal 23 function mini tool that is comfortable in the hands for trailside repairs.

**TOOL WRENCHES**
- 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm Allen
- Phillips

**TIRE LEVERS**
- 2 engineer grade plastic levers

**CHAIN TOOL**
- CrMo steel

**TOOL MATERIAL**
- Hardened steel

**CAGE MATERIAL**
- Engineering grade plastic

**SIZE**
- 17.5 x 10 x 7.8 cm / 6.9” x 3.9” x 3.1”

**WEIGHT**
- 255 g / 8.99 oz (w/ Tool)

**ART NO.**
- TNJ-TCM

---

**Ninja TC ROAD**

Water bottle cage with stealthy built-in tool case and hidden tool that’s easily accessed with a simple twist. The tool’s smooth, machined profile is comfortable in the hands and includes 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm Allen wrenches, Phillips head and T25 Torx wrenches for precise adjustments. Integrated tire lever holder keeps levers in place for fast access.

**TOOL WRENCHES**
- 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm Allen
- #2 Phillips

**TIRE LEVERS**
- 2 engineer grade plastic levers

**CHAIN TOOL**
- CrMo steel

**TOOL MATERIAL**
- Stainless steel wire

**CAGE MATERIAL**
- Engineering grade plastic

**SIZE**
- 17.5 x 8.3 x 7.8 cm / 6.9” x 3.3” x 3.1”

**WEIGHT**
- 169 g / 5.96 oz (w/ Tool)

**ART NO.**
- TNJ-TCR

---

**Ninja TC MOUNTAIN**

Water bottle cage with stealthy built-in tool case and hidden tool that’s easily accessed with a simple twist. Included precision full metal 23 function mini tool that is comfortable in the hands for trailside repairs.

**TOOL WRENCHES**
- 2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm Allen
- Phillips

**TIRE LEVERS**
- 2 engineer grade plastic levers

**CHAIN TOOL**
- CrMo steel

**TOOL MATERIAL**
- Hardened steel

**CAGE MATERIAL**
- Engineering grade plastic

**SIZE**
- 17.5 x 10 x 7.8 cm / 6.9” x 3.9” x 3.1”

**WEIGHT**
- 255 g / 8.99 oz (w/ Tool)

**ART NO.**
- TNJ-TCM
Keeping with the stealth ethos of the Ninja series, the Ninja Pouch+ Road conveniently holds a spare tube (up to 700 x 25c) in an inconspicuous area keeping the clean lines of your bike. Easy access to the integrated tire levers makes changing a tube a quick proposition.

**MATERIAL**
- Cage: Engineering grade plastic
- Bag: EVA foam

**TIRE LEVERS**
2 engineering grade plastic levers

**CAGE OUTER DIAMETER**
Fits standard water bottle

**COMPATIBILITY**
Up to 700 x 25c inner tube

**SIZE**
18.5 x 10.8 x 7.8 cm
7.3 x 4.3 x 3.1"

**WEIGHT**
101 g / 3.56 oz

**ART NO.**
TNJ-PPR

**NINJA POUCH+ MOUNTAIN**
Like its smaller sibling, the Ninja Pouch+ Mountain conveniently carries larger mountain bike tubes (up to 29" x 1.9" / 2.35") in an area of your frame that’s usually not splattered with mud. Keeping things clean and having easy access to the integrated tire levers makes changing a tube a quick proposition.

**MATERIAL**
- Cage: Engineering grade plastic
- Bag: EVA foam

**TIRE LEVERS**
2 engineering grade plastic levers

**CAGE OUTER DIAMETER**
Fits standard water bottle

**COMPATIBILITY**
Up to 29" x 1.9" / 2.35" inner tube

**SIZE**
20 x 10 x 7 cm
7.9 x 3.9 x 2.8"

**WEIGHT**
108 g / 3.81 oz

**ART NO.**
TNJ-PPM

**NINJA CO2+**
Help is ready to spring into action when you need it and Ninja CO2+ is the ultimate quick fix! The included Micro AirBooster and 2 threaded 16g CO2 cartridges make fixing flats easy with quick access by a simple twist. Integrated tire levers make the system complete.

**MATERIAL**
- Cage: Engineering grade plastic
- Bag: EVA foam

**INFLATOR HEAD**
Presta / Schrader
Push to inflate

**INFLATOR MATERIAL**
CNC aluminum

**COMPATIBILITY**
Non-adjustable water bottle cage

**TIRE LEVERS**
2 engineering grade plastic levers

**ADDED FEATURES**
- 2 threaded 16g CO2 cartridges
- Compartment for CO2 inflator & cartridges* (Only Topeak CO2 cartridges are approved)

**SIZE**
19.3 x 9.6 x 7.8 cm
7.6 x 3.8 x 3.1"

**WEIGHT**
226 g / 7.97 oz

**ART NO.**
TNJ-CO2P

**NINJA CO2**
Ultimate flexibility is a hallmark of the Ninja series, and Ninja CO2 is no exception. Mount it to your bike with most water bottle cages to match the aesthetics that best suit you. The included Micro AirBooster and 2 threaded 16g CO2 cartridges make fixing flats easy with quick access by a simple twist.

**MATERIAL**
- Cage: Engineering grade plastic
- Bag: EVA foam

**INFLATOR HEAD**
Presta / Schrader
Push to inflate

**INFLATOR MATERIAL**
CNC aluminum

**COMPATIBILITY**
Non-adjustable water bottle cage

**ADDED FEATURES**
- 2 threaded 16g CO2 cartridges
- Compartment for CO2 inflator & cartridges*
- Able to remove CO2 inflator / cartridge compartment to assemble w/ Ninja Cage

**SIZE**
16.7 x 9.3 x 5.4 cm / 6.6" x 3.7" x 2.1"

**WEIGHT**
191 g / 6.74 oz

**ART NO.**
TNJ-CO2

* Use only Topeak CO2 cartridges.

* Inner tube not included
**NINJA T ROAD**

Simply mounts non-adjustable water bottle cage with Ninja T Road with stealthy built-in tool case and hidden tool that’s easily accessed with a simple twist. Included precision full metal 23 function mini tool that is comfortable in the hands for trailside repairs.

**TOOL WRENCHES**

2 / 2.5 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 mm Allen
T25 / T25 Torx
#2 Phillips
T25 Torx

**TOOL BODY**

Forged aluminum

**TOOL CASE MATERIAL**

Engineering grade plastic

**ADDDED FEATURE**

Secondary chain link fence
Chain pin breaker
Self-tightening tool

**SIZE**

14.5 x 8.3 x 3.8 cm / 5.7” x 3.3” x 1.5”

**WEIGHT**

139 g / 4.90 oz (w/ Tool)

**ART NO.**

TNJ-TR

---

**NINJA POUCH ROAD**

The perfect partner with Ninja P, the Ninja Pouch Road easily mounts to your bike with most water bottle cages to match the aesthetics that best suit you. It conveniently holds a spare tube (up to 700 x 25c) in an inconspicuous area keeping the clean lines of your bike, but ready for action when you need it most.

**MATERIAL**

Aluminum / Engineering grade plastic / EVA foam

**COMPATIBILITY**

Up to 700 x 25c inner tube

**ADDDED FEATURE**

Able to remove the pouch section to assemble w/ Ninja Cage

**SIZE**

16 x 10.6 x 6.8 cm / 6.3” x 4.2” x 2.7”

**WEIGHT**

65 g / 2.3 oz

**ART NO.**

TNJ-PR

---

**NINJA T MOUNTAIN**

Simply mounts non-adjustable water bottle cage with Ninja T Mountain with stealthy built-in tool case and hidden tool that’s easily accessed with a simple twist. Included precision full metal 23 function mini tool that is comfortable in the hands for trailside repairs.

**TOOL WRENCHES**

2-L / 2.5 / 3 (2 pcs) / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 / 10 mm Allen
T10 / T25 Torx
#2 Phillips / Flat head
14G / 15G / Mavic® M7 / Shimano® spokes

**CHAIN TOOL**

CrMo steel

**CHAIN HOOK**

Stainless steel wire

**TIRE LEVERS**

Super hard anodized

**BOTTLE OPENER**

Hardened steel with spoke holder

**TOOL BODY**

Forged aluminum

**TOOL CASE MATERIAL**

Engineering grade plastic

**ADDDED FEATURE**

Secondary chain link fence
Chain pin breaker
Self-tightening tool

**SIZE**

14.5 x 9.8 x 4.8 cm / 5.7” x 3.9” x 1.9”

**WEIGHT**

234 g / 8.25 oz (w/ Tool)

**ART NO.**

TNJ-TM

---

**NINJA POUCH MOUNTAIN**

The Ninja Pouch Mountain easily mounts to your bike with most water bottle cages to match the aesthetics that best suit you. It conveniently holds a spare tube (Up to 29” x 1.9” / 2.35”) in an area on your frame that’s usually not splattered with mud. It keeps your tube clean and ready to use when you need it.

**MATERIAL**

Aluminum / Engineering grade plastic / EVA foam

**COMPATIBILITY**

Up to 29” x 1.9” / 2.35” inner tube

**ADDDED FEATURE**

Able to remove the pouch section to assemble w/ Ninja Cage

**SIZE**

9 x 10 x 7 cm / 3.5” x 3.9” x 2.8”

**WEIGHT**

71 g / 2.50 oz

**ART NO.**

TNJ-PM

---

**NINJA POUCH ROAD** mounted with Shuttle Cage Carbon

**NINJA POUCH MOUNTAIN** mounted with Shuttle Cage Carbon

* Inner tube not included
NINJA CAGE

Ninjas adapt and conquer, and the Ninja Cage is no exception. Knowing that smaller frames and tighter spaces may not allow the use of Ninja Cage mounted add-ons, Topeak includes extra rubber pads and zip ties so you can use it in combination with the top water bottle boss to mount Ninja Cage and your weapon of choice. Choose from any of the Ninja T series tool cases, Ninja CO2 inflator or Ninja Pouch spare tube carriers for the ultimate combination.

MATERIAL
Engineering grade plastic

CAGE OUTER DIAMETER
Fits standard water bottle

WEIGHT
44 g / 1.55 oz

ART NO.
TNJ-CG

Included rubber pads and zip ties allow use of Ninja Cage mounted add-ons with smaller frames and tighter spaces. Choose from any of the Ninja T series tool cases, Ninja CO2 inflator or Ninja Pouch spare tube carriers for the ultimate combination.

NINJA CAGE+

Additional water bottle cage with two integrated tire levers that can be combined with another Ninja series weapon of choice: Ninja T series tool cases, Ninja CO2 inflator or Ninja Pouch spare tube carriers. Mix and match for your ideal combination.

MATERIAL
Engineering grade plastic

TIRE LEVERS
2 engineering grade plastic levers

CAGE OUTER DIAMETER
Fits standard water bottle

WEIGHT
59 g / 2.08 oz

ART NO.
TNJ-CGP

ROAD BIKE

WEATHERPROOF DYNAMWEDGE (for spare tubes)

MOUNTING POSITIONS

MOUNTAIN BIKE

WEATHERPROOF DYNAMWEDGE (for spare tubes)